Introduction
Just before Christmas 1992 the last wagons rolled off the production line of the Standard
Railway Wagon Co Ltd (SRW), L&Y Wagon Works at Heywood, Lancashire, after 129
years of continuous production. These wagons were the very sophisticated ‘Octopus’ ballast
delivery wagons for British Rail Network SouthEast. They were electrically powered and
had vibrating hoppers and an under-body conveyor system for accurate delivery of ballast.
They were wagons which symbolised the progress and development in wagon sophistication
evident during the final 20 years of SRW manufacture.
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Standard Wagon worked
hard to provide customers with innovative wagon solutions to their special needs. The SRW
sales team were good at identifying customers requirements and setting the design team the
task of developing the right kind of wagon to suit the specific duty.
This book provides a brief history of the Heywood works and chronicles the wagon fleet
produced by Standard Wagon, mainly for the UK Private Wagon Industry, but including
some significant exports, from the mid 1960’s until its closure in 1992. During this period
SRW was at the leading edge of wagon design and development in the UK. The company
produced freight wagons for almost every conceivable bulk product to be carried on rail,
many of which were at the forefront of innovative wagon design, driven by the industry’s
need for faster and more efficient load-carrying wagons.
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